THE AGILIS READER

An Ageing
Population

Increased Occurrence
Of Infectious Diseases

Remote
Healthcare

The multi-application capability
of the new Agilis Reader will
see it meeting many challenges
faced by the healthcare
industry such as:

To complement our proven assay development and manufacturing
services, we are proud to have launched our diagnostic reader.
This pairing delivers the market requirement of a rapid, ultrasensitive, fully quantitative PoC test for use across a wide range of
clinical and non-clinical applications.

Devolved
Care

Triage And Emergency
Testing In Hospital

Reader Benefits

• Rapid and quantitative
• Near patient results - portable
• Value adding for clinicians
• Fully connected
• Can easily be added to exiting workflows
• Quality controlled
• Accurate

AgPlus

diagnostics

The AgPlus Platform
Our Platform offers a fully quantitative, accurate, rapid diagnosis
for Point of Care and consists of an assay test cartridge and our
Agilis Reader for delivering rapid, quantitative diagnostic results.
Our assays are developed as a two-step, single use test that
simply requires the addition of the sample on to the cartridge.
The assay is then inserted into The Agilis Reader for the analyte
measurement and analysis to take place.

Assay Development and Manufacturing
If your organisation is looking for enhanced competitive edge or
to bring a new diagnostic product to the market, our approach
to assay development could enhance your business.
In addition to our assay development expertise, we also work
to custom manufacture assays on an OEM basis, meaning we
supply a quality assured product under client brand.

Assay Development Phases
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Feasibility
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Optimisation
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Verification &
Transfer To
Manufacture

4

Validation
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Assay development with AgPlus can typically be segmented
into five key phases:

Proof Of
Principle

For more information on our
Agilis Reader or any of our other
services, please visit our website
www.agplusdiagnostics.com

